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Markov Chain for Seattle Weather

Markov Chains

My daughter recently asked me what Markov chains are useful for. Whenever
someone asks me what a particular piece of mathematics is useful for, I some-
times ask them what music is useful for. There is an answer for that - when
I was in the Army, as is well known, we would sing songs while marching and
running. The singing has multiple benefits; it increases morale, improves the
sense of comradeship among soldiers, and it actually helps you run faster! (At
least it helped me.)

However, Markov Chains have all kinds of uses, not the least of which is to model
what are called stochastic processes; essentially processes that are distributed
according to some probability function. One thing you can do with a model like
that is make predictions about the long-term behavior of a system.

In this case the system is Seattle weather; something that people in the North-
west frequently joke about. Contrary to popular opinion, Seattle is not the
most rainy city in the world, or even in the country, but it’s definitely one of the
cloudiest. What I’m going to try to do here is explain basically what a Markov
chain is and how it works, using a model of the weather in my favorite city as
an example.
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The image above, by the way, was created using LATEXand TikZ instructions
with Tekmaker 5.0.2, which is a really nice LATEXeditor, except that it has a
bad habit of freezing the system whenever I leave out a semicolon. However,
you can’t complain too much about free software (my favorite price!).

My discussion of Markov chains is based largely on what I was able to learn by
studying two resources, a paper by Michael Zhang (http://www.eecs70.org/static/
resources/markov-chains-michael.pdf) and a book by Steven Boyd and Lieven
Vandenberghe, Introduction to Applied Linear Algebra: Vectors, Matrices, and
Least Squares(http://vmls-book.stanford.edu/vmls.pdf), both of which are freely
available on the web. What I found most helpful about the Boyd and Vanden-
berghe book was the way it explained Markov chains as an example of a linear
dynamical system, which hadn’t occurred to me before.

Let’s assume a simple (but maybe reasonably accurate) model of Seattle weather.
(I’m trying to emphasize how cloudy it is in Seattle because I really like it here,
and I don’t want anyone else to come. Please stay away; by the way, it gets
cold here, too!) If it’s cloudy (which it is most of the time), then there’s an 80%
(0.80) probability that it will be cloudy again tomorrow, a 0.10 probability that
it will rain, and a 0.10 probablity that it will be sunny. Note that we are con-
sidering probabilities for weather events the following day - today is considered
a state, we’ll call it xi, and the new state tomorrow we’ll write as xi+1.

Here is a summary of the probablitities of the various possible transitions be-
tween states:

State 1(Cloudy) → State 1(Cloudy) p = 0.80
State 1(Cloudy) → State 2(Rainy) p = 0.10
State 1(Cloudy) → State 3(Sunny) p = 0.10

State 2(Rainy) → State 2(Rainy) p = 0.25
State 2(Rainy) → State 3(Sunny) p = 0.10
State 2(Rainy) → State 1(Cloudy) p = 0.65

State 3(Sunny) → State 3(Sunny) p = 0.30
State 3(Sunny) → State 1(Cloudy) p = 0.60
State 3(Sunny) → State 2(Rainy) p = 0.10

As you can see, it’s very helpful to have this in the form of a graph, with
nodes representing each of the possible states, and directed edges representing
the transitions between states. If you go back and take a look at the image
above, as well as the list of probabilities, you’ll notice that each state can do
one of 3 things; it can remain in the same state the following day, or it can
go to one of the other two states. Note that the probabilities of these three
transitions for a state sums to 1 - in other words, it has to do something, and,
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in this model, it can only do one of three things.

We can also arrange these probablility values more concisely in the form of a
matrix, which we will refer to as a transition probability matrix :

P =

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30


This matrix will be multiplied by the state vector, xi for the 3 possible states of
the system, x(1), x(2), x(3):

xi =

 x(1)
x(2)
x(3)


Notice that each column in the matrix represents the probabilities of making
the transition from a particular state to a new state in the state vector: column
1 represents the probabilities of making the transition from state 1 (the Cloudy
state, x(1)), column 2 is state 2 (Rainy, x(2)), and column 3 is state 3 (Sunny,
x(3)).

Let’s multiply them together, using xi = x1 = (1, 0, 0)
T

as our initial state prob-
ability vector - notice that in the initial state we know what the conditions are
- the weather is cloudy, and so x(1) = 1 and the other states have probability 0.
(We are showing the transposed row vector in the line above for convenience of
display, but mathematically we are using the column vector for calculations. It
could actually been done another way, but would have required that the matrix
be transposed as well, and the transposed matrix would need to be multiplied
on the right side of the vector. I personally like the convention used by Boyd
and Vandenberghe, which is to primarily use column vectors, and multiply them
on the right side of the matrix.)

x2 = Px1 =

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30

 x(1)
x(2)
x(3)



=

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30

 1
0
0



=

 0.80
0.10
0.10


In this case the first result, x2, is just the probabilities listed in column 1 of the
transition matrix. But let’s make it more interesting; let’s multiply the transi-
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tion matrix by the new state vector which we’ll call x2 to get x3, the collection
of the probabilites of the various states on the third day.

x3 = Px2 =

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30

 0.80
0.10
0.10



=

 0.80× 0.80 + 0.65× 0.10 + 0.60× 0.10
0.10× 0.80 + 0.25× 0.10 + 0.10× 0.10
0.10× 0.80 + 0.10× 0.10 + 0.30× 0.10



=

 0.765
0.115
0.120


Let’s try a couple more, and see what happens:

x4 = Px3 =

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30

 0.765
0.115
0.120



=

 0.800× 0.765 + 0.650× 0.115 + 0.600× 0.120
0.100× 0.765 + 0.250× 0.115 + 0.100× 0.120
0.100× 0.765 + 0.100× 0.115 + 0.300× 0.120



=

 0.75875
0.11725
0.12400



x5 = Px4 =

 0.80 0.65 0.60
0.10 0.25 0.10
0.10 0.10 0.30

 0.75875
0.11725
0.12400



=

 0.800× 0.75875 + 0.650× 0.11725 + 0.600× 0.12400
0.100× 0.75875 + 0.250× 0.11725 + 0.100× 0.12400
0.100× 0.75875 + 0.100× 0.11725 + 0.300× 0.12400



=

 0.7576125
0.1175875
0.1248000


Notice that even by second or third day, it’s still looks like it’s going to be
cloudy. (Also notice that all the probabilities in the vector x5 still sum to
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a total of 1, as they should, which is an indicator that we’ve probably done
everything right).
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